Highly efficient liposome-mediated gene transfer of inducible nitric oxide synthase in vivo and in vitro in vascular smooth muscle cells.
The efficient introduction of regulatory genes into vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) is one of the most promising options for gene therapy of cardiovascular diseases. Cationic liposome-mediated gene transfer may become a favorable transfection technique with regard to patient's safety for in vivo administration. However, this method until now has its limitation in a low transfection efficiency. Therefore, the present study was designed to improve cationic liposome-mediated transfection of rabbit vascular SMCs in vitro and in vivo, in order to enhance transfection efficiency and present an optimized system which may offer a potential therapeutic benefit for in vivo application. Optimized lipofection of rabbit SMCs with the mammalian expression vector pE-N1 and the reporter gene green fluorescent protein resulted in a mean transfection efficiency of about 50%. The unique transfection of rabbit SMCs in vitro and in vivo with the inducible isoform of human nitric oxide synthase (NOSII), using the same vector, resulted in a successful transient transcription and translation of a functionally active human NOSII in rabbit SMC, persisting 5-6 days. We could further demonstrate that the transfection procedure and the transgene product did neither induce necrosis nor apoptosis under the conditions chosen and did not result in the induction of endogenous NOSII of transfected SMCs. These findings indicate potential therapeutic relevance for this nonviral gene transfer system for in vivo gene therapy for cardiovascular diseases.